Building
a Successful
Leadership Team
The relationship between the CEO and the CFO is crucial to a
business’ high-performance. Criticaleye’s Emma Carroll looks at
how to keep this relationship healthy and functional
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traits. James Taylor, CFO of Mayborn

“You want to see whether your

Group, the baby products business and

actions, executions and tactics are

owner of the Tommee Tippee brand,
certainly values the difference between
his CEO and himself. “He will go off and
do things, whereas I’m more the reflective
type,” James said. “The absolute key is that
there is nothing between us when it comes
to discussing our views on the business.”
The recent involvement of a new investor
at Mayborn Group has enabled this duo

The
relationship
between the
CEO and CFO is
the cornerstone
of the business

on strategy. I think that’s one of the
main responsibilities of the Board.”
According to Gareth, there has to be
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bottom line,” James said.

These are pitched at different levels of

A Strong Finance Function

knowledge from ‘know’ to ‘sell’ to ‘do’.
“There’s a minimum requirement for
everyone in the business to have done

To free yourself up to have these more
strategic conversations, Richard said
it’s critical to have “the self-discipline

the ‘know’ training,” Joanne said.

CFOs play in businesses, see
Criticaleye’s film on Adding
Value Beyond the Numbers.

Wider Challenge on the Board

to not get dragged back into the detail”.
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To allow this, you need a strong team

The Chair and Non-executives Directors

behind you, one that can be relied on

play an important role in supporting and

to deliver the financial fundamentals.

challenging the CEO and CFO. Gareth
Davis, Chair of Ferguson, the FSTE 100
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the more serious macro-challenges are

CFO of customer data science concern

where the whole concept that’s being

Dunnhumby, explained: “It’s about saying

discussed is questioned,” he explained.

to your team: ‘Even if you’re not in a
commercial finance role, I expect you

“When you’re talking about a major

to be spending time in the business

M&A deal and someone says: ‘This is off

and talking about the business.’”

strategy, we shouldn’t even be looking at
it.’ That presents problems for the Board,

She makes sure that gaining this wider

but those challenges need to be made,

acumen forms part of her finance

and have to be resolved, otherwise it’s

team’s goals, plus she frequently invites

just a box-ticking exercise.
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